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Anew
multi-path ultrasonic flow meter

for gas

AIlSTRACT

Offshore metering Slations based on orifice plates are bulky and require much space. Accordingly, the platfonn costs
are considerable, and can be significantly lowered if the size of the metering station is reduced.

Ultrasonic lJallsit time multi-path meters will allow compact metering stations to be constructed due to increased
now metercapacity and reduced iDstallatiml lengths. Inaddition these meters offer improved Dow meter performance
and potmtial for simpler maintenance procedures.

A new mlllti-patIl flow meter for gas bas been developed by Christian Michelsen Research in Norway. The Dow
meter has mdergooe testing on nacuraI gas at K-Lab, Norway. The Dow meter (FMU 7(0) will be manufactured by
Flllenta AS.

The FMU 700 features new technical solutions such as titanium housed u1trasooic transducers, automatic gain •
control, DI1-line measurement of transit time delay in cables and electronics, and software pulse detection.

The deviations between the K-Iab sonic-nozzle reference mass metering system and the FMU 700 are less than 0.8%
at gas velocities between 1 and 8 m/s. These results were achieved with IOD straight inlet pipe downstream of a
90" bend Tests wele also petformed with the FMU 700 installed only SD downstream a 90° bend At gas velocities
between 2 and 8 m/s the me&'lurement uncertainty is not changed despite the reduction in upstream straight pipe
ICIIgth from 100 to SO. The observed deviations were independent of the test pressure varying from SS to 100 bar.
The test results show that it is quite feasible to build a very compact and light metering Slation compared to
conventional solutiorls and at the same time comply with the requirements set to fiscal metering stations.

The foDowing procedure is suggested for proving of a multi-path meter in a fiscal metering station :

- Zero ealibration of flow meter when delivered from manufacturer •
• Flow calibration prior to installation in the metering station.
- Use of the Dow meter's self diagnostic properties to indicate if and whCII zero calibration should be
repeated

- On-site zero calibration of individual transducer pairs which are removed from the pipe line and insta11ed
in a zero calibration cell •
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1 INTRODUCTION

Offshore meu:ring of II8IUrlIl gas bas been, SlId stilJ is, based 00 the cxifice plate. This technology is proven and well
known both 10 the opeIlIIDI'S and the authorities. However, metering stalions based 011 orifice plales are buIky and
require much space. Accordingly, the platform COSIS are considezable, and can be significantly lowered if the size
of the metering sralion is reduced [1.2].

Swoil, as 8 major gas producec, bas been coocaued with reducing the COSIS of offshore metering of gas [1]. Based
on the general devdopnent within electronics SlId sensor technology dming die SO's, it became clear that multi-path
ultrasonic flow meters represented 8 realistic alternative 10oriIx:e plates, Specirlcally, multi-path meters would allow
compact metering SI8lions 10 be constructed due 10 increased flow meier capacity and reduced installation lengths.
In addition Ihesc meters offered !he advantages of :

low uncertainty,
no moving parts,
no pressure loss,
rapid response,
potential for omitting flow calibration,
self-cbecldng possibilities,
reduced maintenance.

Thus, it was recognized that introduction of ultrasonic meters would both reduce costs and improve flow meter
performance. In 8 study carried out by SWOil, savings of 100-150 mill.NOK were estimated if offshore metering
stations were based on ultrasonic rather than orifice meters [1].

On this basis Swoil and 0Iristian Michelsen Research (CMR) launched a project in 1988 with the objective of
developing a 12" multi-path meier. The projecl was funded by Statoil. The design phase was successfully concluded
by the end of 1990 and it was decided 10 build and lest a 12" prototype fiscaJ metering system (FMU 700). The
prototype and testing phase of die development was funded by Swoil and Fluenta, a subsidiary of CMR. The FMU-
project was carried out jointly by Statoil, CMR, Fluenta and Kongsberg Offshore (!COS).

CMR has been active within ultrasonic flow meter technology for more than a decade [3,4], and proposed as early
as in 1981 to develop a multi-path gas flow meter.

These projects served as a technology basis for the FMU-projecl where CMR developed the ultrasonic transducers,
the geometrical arrangement of !he sensors 011 the spool piece, the hazardous and safe area e1ectronics, the flow
computer solution and software as well as the signal processing technique.

The projecl was coordinated by Fluenta which also will manufacture !he FMU 700 flow meter.

KOS developed design solutions for metering stations based on multi-path meters and provided the secondaJy spool
piece carrying temperature, pressure and density sensors.

The meier was tested on II8IUrlIl gas from mid November 91 10 early February 92 at K-l.ab which is a high-pressure
flow calibratioo facility located at KArst0, Norway. K-l.ab is 8 joint venture between Total and StalDil and is
operated by SIalOil

In this paper we describe the results of the FMU-projecl focusing on the flow meter concept, a discussion of some
of the test results and fmaJly a presentation of procedures for proving of multi-path ultrasonic gas flow meters.
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TrIlDSit time prIaclple

The FMU 700 is based on the well es1ablisbed acoustic transit time principle. The measurement principle utilize the
fact thai the clirection and propagation velocity of an ultrasonic pulse will be modified by the flowing mediwn. An
IlltraSOOic pulse JIIOPIIiIIIiIIg witb the flow will experience an increase in \'elocity while an ultrasonic pulse
propaptiDg aping the flow will experieuce a decrease in velocity.

Basic rormulas

InFigme 1 a siJIgIe-paIh uItraSOOic flow metez is ilIusIraIed with two uluasooic transducers facing each other at an
oblique angle to the pipe axis. The individual upsIre8IIl (t,,) and doWJlSlJTam(~J transit times are given by [6]

It,= I.J[ (c'-v'sin'e)1I2 + vcose 1 , (Ia)

tn = I.I[ (c'-v'sin'e)1I2 - vc0s9 1 . (lb) •
It is I'eadily shown tI1at combining Eq.(1a) and Eq.(lb) yield

(2)

and

(3)

where

v = Axial flow velocity averaged along a chord D which is the projection of L in 8 plane perpendicular to
the pipe axis., see Fig. I,

c = Speed of sound in !he fluid averaged along the chord D,
L = The portion of the intertransducer center line lying in the flowing fluid,
9 = Angle between the intertransc1ucer center line and a line parallel to the pipe axis,
It, = Downstream transit time, from transducer 1 to 2,
"" = Upstream 1raIISit time, from transducer 2 to 1. •

We observe thai both the flow velocity v and the speed of sound c in the fluid are measured. Thus, the 1I8Ilsit time
flow meter also povides information on 8 physical property of the fluid.

Inpractice the transducers are often set back, i.e. the actual distance between the transducers is lsrger than L as e.g.
sho'oVll in Fig. 1. Acc:crdingly the measured transit times also incorporate the tranSit time in the cavity in front of
the tmnsdU£erS. However, it is easy to implement 8 procedure in the flow canputer which allows the measured
transit time to be ceerected for the unwanted time delay in the uansducec cavity. For low Mach nwnber flows this
practical problem can also be solved as described in [7].

•
Vlllume flow measurement

By measuring along five different acoustic paths across the pipe, the gas volume flow can be measured accurately
even when the flow profile is disIorted. FiJ!UIe 2 illustrates the positioning of the ten ultrasonlc transducers in the
FMU 700 u1tmscnic JIBS·fIow rnetez. The measured velocities v represent averages along the parallel chords shown
in Fig. 2, i.e. the acoustic transit time technique in facts integrates the velocity profJle along the parallel chords. The
volwne flow is given by



-;

• WI .. Weight faclOlS depending on the numerical inlegration technique applied in Eq. (5).

The geometrical configuration of the ultrasonic transducers. or the position of the parallel chords in Fig. 2. therefore
depends on the numerical inlegration technique which is applied.

•

•
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r
q .. I D(y)v(y)dy

-r
where

(4)

y .. The axis across the pipe perpendicular to the chords.
D(y) .. The Icngth of a chord JIC'lPCIIdicular to the y-axis.
v(y) .. Axial flow velocity averaged along a chord D(y).
r .. The radius of the pipe.

The multi-path mew measures v along a limited num~ of chords and the inlegra\ in Eq.(4) can be approximated
by

(5)

where

Transducer 2

Flow v

Transducer 1

Figure 1 lliUSU'8tion of the principle of a single-path ultrasonic transit time flow meier.

TRANSDUCER POSITIONING

End view
A

A 0.2.4
A·A

Figure 2 Transducer positioning in the five-path FMU 700 ultrasonic gas-flow meier.
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3 SYSTEM DF:SClUPTION

The flow meier masures Wllumc Dow, now velocities and speed of sound avenged along parallel cItonIs, see
Figs. 1-2. Mass flow can be computed provided the density is made available to the flow computer.

The FMU 70() fivc-palh ulll'aSODic gas flow meier consists of, see rig. 3 :

A cabiDel coolainiDg a CODpuIer and an electronics unit,
Two sigDaI cables and one qJIical cable,
lntrinsica1ly safe eie(:tronics,
10 1itaniwn·1lotJsed ulII'aSODic uansducers,
A flanged spool piece.

A secondary spool cmying tempenllUre. pressure and density sensors. can be installed downstream of !he flow
meter. 1f required, the signals from the secondary sensors can be received and converted to physical values by tile
flow computer.

The flow canputer can store all measured data and diagnostic parameters and transfer !he intormation OIl digital •
fonnat Ie an exttmal computer via a series communication link (RS232).

SpeciCicatiollS

The following design specifications apply :

Diameler range
Opel'llliooal temperature range
Pressure l8llge
Yelocity l8llge
Velocity resolution (12")
Volume flow IIBDlplinJ! frequency

: 2:. 6"
: -10 to

SO to
0.4 io
< 1.4mm/s.
appro 10 Hz.

+70 "C,
200 bar,
20 mis,

Tbe design temperature mnge for the pipe work. e.g. -46 to +105 "C, will normally exceed the operational
tempe:nd:tUe range. However the flow meter spool will comply with the requirements set for the pipe wodt. But as
yet, the flow meter is not designed to operate over the entire pipe wlrl design temperature range.

At K-Lab tile flow meier was tested down to 20 bar and no change of the flow meier performance were observed. •
This indicates !hat the pressure mnge can be extended below SO bar.

1D5tallatioll requirements

The Dow meter was designed to operate wi!h 10D of Slraight pipe upstream of the meter spool and 3D straigbt pipe
downstream of the meter spool The tota1 installation length amounts to appro 16D. The total instal1ation length does
IIOt change if the 3D downstream spool is equipped wi!h a tbermowell or an intrusive densitaneter, i.e. if tile
downstream spool acts as a secondary spool

For a bi-directional mstallatioo, the total insta1lation length will be 23D without a secondary spool and 26D with
a secondary spool.

The tests at K·Lab indicate that downstream of a 90" bend, tile upsIream length may be reduced to SO. In!his case
the installation lengths reduce to II D for an installation with a fixed flow direction. For a bi-directional installation
the total installation lengths may reduce to 13D(no secondary spool) and 16D(including secondary spool) •

•
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Flow computer

The Dow c:ampula' is based OIl an iDdusIrial PC widl keyboard and color graphics screen, The computer COIlIl'OIs
the entire IIICIISIIIaIIeDtprocess in real time IKXOIding ID a pre-sct measurement procedure stored in file during the
configmaliQII of the meier. Jnstructions to the hazardous area electronics from the flow computer is cransmined via
an optical cable ID ensure fast and reliable transmission of the control paramClCl'S. The sensor signa1s are ttansmined
via two cables between the conII'Ol room and the Dow meter.

The operator can Qll\y get access ID the flow compuler by specifying the c:mect password. and the Dow computer
prognun can Qll\y be baited by specifying the correct password. In a practical measurement situation the keyboard
can be removed or locked to increase the security. Funhez, the flow computer operation will be made independent
of the bard disk by SlDring all programs in ROM. If the hard disk fails Ibis will not influence the meier performance.

The c:ampuler iniliales the transmissiQII of ultrasonic puJses and then reads a iep s entalioo of die received pulse inID
the computer's memory in real time. In a mcasmernent cycle each of the 10 InIiISduccrs act once as a ttansmitter
and once as a receiver and 10 pulse n:presentations are reconIed during die cycle. Based on die 10 recorded pulses,
10 transit times are computed n:presenling a single sample of die volume flow. When volume flow samples have
been acquired over a user specified time inICI'val, 10 mean times-of-flight arc computed in software from die
individual ttansit limes recorded during die interval.

From die 10 calculated times-of-flight the flow velocities and speed of sound along each of the five acoustic paths
are calculated. The volume flow is calculated by integrating the flow velocities across me pipe profile. The mean
flow velocity in me pipe, mass flow, total volume and mass are men calculated along with statistical data. Readings
are displayed on die computer screen and are sent in digital format ID e.g. the computer in me fiscal measurement
station.

There is no additional microprocessor in the system except for me standard processor installed in me PC.

1

HAZARDOUS AREA: SAFE AREA
1
1
1
1
1
: Computer
1
1
1
1

Intrinsically safe
electronics

Spool piece with 10 transducers Cabinet with
electronics

Figure 3 The FMU 700 ultrasOnic gas-flow meter.
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4 FLOW METER PERFORMANCE

4.1 CaJillratioll tesIs

Test procedue

During !be tesIs, !be gas density in the test sectioo was calculated based 011 measured pressure, temperature and gas
ccmpositiou (AGA 8). The mass flow was compultld from !be FMU-metered volwne flow aDd !be calculatec1 density.
The FMU 700 was coofigwecllll average !be volwne flow. flow velocities and the speed of soond for each path over
a paied of 10see. The number of samples in a IOsec paiod is approximately 110. 1be flow meter readings were
c:ontiJwoosJy IIIIIISIIlitled III !be K-Lab c:anputer 011 digital format.

1be reference mass flew rate for a single comparison test was defined as a 300sec avemge n:ading of tile 1lOZ2Ies,
and the FMU 100000n:adings were averaged over tile same time intecval. During each run tile flow ronditioos were
kept as stable as pessible.

The temperature during the IeSIS reported here varied between 36.7 and 37.9 "C. The velocity range was 0.4 10 8
mls which is the muimwn "iIlue in a 12" pipe at K-Lab. and tile pressure was set 10 55, 70 or 100 bar. 1be flow
meta was tested 100 and 5D downstream of a 90° bend. The 30 1000gseoondary spool was installed downstream
of the meter spool "flange to flange", carrying a pressure sensor and a thermowelL

The uncer1ainty of the K-lab reference mass metering system is estimated by X-lab to be 03%.

CompMsons with sonic nCJZZIes

The demtiOlL'l between abe K·1ab sonic-nozzle reference mass metering system and tIleFMU 700 are less than 0.8%
at gas velocities between 1 and 8 mls. see Figure 4. These results were achieved with 100 straight inlet pipe
downstream of a 9()0 bend. TesIS were also performed with the FMU 700 installed only SD doWDStream a 9(JO bend.
At gas vekx:ities between 2 and 8 m/s the measurement uncertainty is not changed despite the reduction in upstream
straight pipe length frun 100 to SD. From Figure 4 we can also see that the measurement uncertainty is independent
of )IJeSSlIre c:hanges. InFag. 5 the individual 300sec readings are plotted III give an impression of the repeatability
(2a-UDCertainty) of tile meta mder test. As can be observed, the repeatability is satisfactory. see below ..

The smic oozzIe readings were also converltld III volume flow and compared with the volume flow measured by •
the FMU meta. The observed Variability of the FMU and nozzle readings were quite similar.

It shooid be ooltld that abe test results referred III above. were achieved without using any calibration 0"meter factor
in the FMU 700 meter. 1be FMU 700 flow meter was zero.caJibraled independently of the
K·1ab refereoce system and then installed at K-lab. see Section 6.

l-<J UDcertaiDt,

The 2-17uncertaiJIty is defined here as 2a/(average reading) where a is the sample standard deviation of N flow
me&er n:adings recorded in B given time interval where tile flow rate is constant

An im)lOl'18Jlt pope<'1y of the FMU 700 flow meter is tile stability of the flow meter, see Figure S. Dming the tests
at K-lab it was demonstrated that the observed repeatability is comparable to a good turbine meter, which is
recognized as a very stable 8IId repeatable flow meter.

Table I displays 3 different estimates for tile 2a·uncenainty of the FMU 700 during the tests at K·lab during a
period when the flow rate was particularly stable. It is important III be aware of that the ultrasonic flow meter
measures the twb11lent fluctlJalions of the flow and twbuIence will contribute to the 2a·uncenainty klgetha with
the C«Ittibution fiom the finlte resoIution of tile transit time measurement, The :la-uncertainty win decrease when •
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die time avenging interval ina es ......, .... die average reading gets c\o&a" and clc!su ID die true mean. and this
is also obsaval from Table I'. InFigure 6 some of die daIa in Table 1 me ploUed.

Table 1 2G-UllCalllinty for die FMU 700 based 00 150 mosec:utive flow meter ~gs. The 150 ~gs rqxesent
eitIa IOsec averages, l00sec moving average of IOsec readings or 300sec moving average of IOsec
readings During die lSOOsec time interval die flow conditions were kept as SIBbie as possible.

~series: Mean Average Moving Moving
(ISOOsec time slices used) flow velocity IOsec average average

[mJsl 2a l00sec 300sec
uncenainty 2a .20-

unc:ertainty uncenainty

100. 100 BaIG. 2.S'II>Sonic nozzles. 0394 0560% 0.177'11> 0.102'11>

100. 100 BaIG. 6.2S'II>Sonic nozzles. 0.986 00512% 0.123'11> 0.046'11>

100. 100 BaIG. 13.75% Sonic nozzles. 2.168 O.2l!I% 0.074'11> 0.041%

100. 100 BaIG. 27.S'II>Sonic nozzles 4321 0237'11> 0.062'11> 0.034'11>

100. 100 BaIG. SO'lI> Sonic nozzles. 7.736 0204'11> 0.061'11> 0.023'11>

100. 70 B8IG. 205'11>Sonic nozzles. 0394 0.695'11> 0.178'11> 0.091 'II>

100. 70 BaIG. 62S'II> Sonic nozzles. 0.997 0.447'11> 0.132'11> 0.071 'II>

100.70 B8IG. 13.75'11>Sonic nozzles. 2.192 0.301 'II> 0.096'11> 0.048'11>

100. 70 B81G. 27.S'II>Sonic nozzles. 4355 0212% 0.068'11> 0.020'11>

100. 70 BaIG. SO'lI> Sonic nozzles. 7.811 0206'11> 0.070'11> 0.027'11>

100. S5 BaIG. 2.s'll> Sonic nozzles. 0398 00571 'II> 0.212'11> 0.106'11>

100. S5 BaIG. 62S'II> Sonic nozzles. 1.009 0.458'11> 0.207'11> 0.074%

100. SS BaIG. 13.75'11>Sonic nozzles. 2216 033S'II> 0.107'11> 0.061 'II>

100. S5 BaIG. 27.5'11>Sonic nozzles. 4.400 0218'11> 0.065'11> 0.026'11>

100. S5 B8IG. SO'lI> Sonic IVl77IeS 7.890 0.186'11> 0.051% 0.016'11>

SO. 100 BaIG. 2.s'll> Sonic nozzles. 0384 0.773'11> 0.206'11> 0.102'11>

SO. 100 B81G. 62S'II> Sonic nozzles. 0.981 0.762'11> 0.234'11> 0.132'11>

SO. 100 B81G. 13.75'11>Sonic nozzles. 2.168 00597'11> 0.172'11> 0.083'11>

SO. 100 B81G. 2705'11>Sonic nozzles. 4313 0.487'11> 0.093'11> 0.043'11>

SO. 100 B81G. SO'lI> Sonic nozzles. 7.723 0.445'11> 0.152'11> 0.101 'II>

,
Aa:ordingly. a comparison of die 2a-lDICC:rtainty between various flow meters is only meaningful if the
averaging intervals are sirniIar f(l' the various meters.
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FMU 700, 37 DegrC, 300 sec. moving average
Natural Gas
K.LAB 1992
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---0--- 100. '10B.

---1:1- 100. S5SU

2 345
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6 7 8

Estimates of the 2CJ.uncenainty of the FMU 700 during the tests at K·lab. The :2CJ·uncenainty
displayed here is based on a 300sec moving average of the IOsec average flow meter readings. At
K.Lab each comparison between the FMU 700 and the reference nozzles was based on an average
reading over 300sec.

Conclusion, K·Lab test

The results show that it is quite feasible to build a very compact and light metering station compared to conventional
solutions and at the same time comply wi!h the requirements set to fiscal metering stations.

4.2 Flow analysis

• The flexibility of the flow meter may be utilized by e.g. calibration laboratOries to monitor the flow conditions as
shown in the following. In view of the good repeatability of !he flow meter. it should also be fully possible to use
it as a reference flow meter in calibration loops.

During continuous metering. measured data can be stored in a me by giving an appropriate command. Similarly.
the system can be set to measure only a single path, fOl' test, uouble shooting or calibration pwposes. Stored data
can be used to euminc earlier series of measurements by fetching data from file and displaying them on the screen.
This enables the operator to scan rapidly through the data to interesting areas of the measurement series.

Figure 7 is an example of such a stored time series from the tests at K·Iab. where an interesting part bas been ploUed
showing mean flow velocity and velocities aloog each of the five acoustic paths around an abrupt change of the flow
velocity. In Figure 8 the same incident is shown for the speed of sound along each of the five acoustic paths. The
mean flow velocity and the speed of sowId along one of the acoustic paths are ploued on top of one another in
Figure 9 to show the simultaneOUS change in boih measured values. This event also illusttates the flow meter
response the ability to resolve rapid changes of the Dow I1IIe.

In Figure 10 another part of the time series is p10ued showing the turbulent fluctuation in mean Dow velocity and
velocities aloog each of the five acoustic paths at a constant flow rate. Notice how the flow velocities along !he
acoustic palhs closest to the pipe wall. ()"9and 4·5. display the highest turbulent fluctuation and how the flucwations
appear to inversely correlate. The same is the case for the mid-paths, 1·8 and 3-6. but with less turbulent fluctuation.
The center pa!h is less influenced by turbulence while the calculated mean now velocity is almost constaDL Ano!her•

9
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intereSting 00servaIi0n is dial die IIJJbuIent f1uctua1ion along two paths 011die same side of the center path. r. ex.
0-9 and 1-8, also illversely c::orreIaIe while die turbulmt fluctuation aIoog twO asymmelric piths on differmt sides
Clf abe center JIBIII, e.g. paths ()'9 and 3-6. wrrelale. This c:orreIaIion and illvetSe correlation elJect between die
twbWent f1uctuatiOllS aloIlg diffamt acoustic piths is easia seen in Figure 11. It shows an extnlCl Clf die time series
from Fiame 10. with the flOlV velocity along the five paths plotted as a prof'lle. with time as parameter.

InFiame 12 the same pari or abe time series as in Figure 10 is plotted showing the fluctuation of the speed of sound
alollg each oi the five acoustic paths. No rapid fluctuations of the speed of sound are observed. The slow overall
f111C11la1ioooi the speed oi sound is probably due 10 the regulation sySlall 011the centrifugal compressor ciIt:uiating
Ibe gas arDIIIICI abe loop at K-lab.

DuriIIg test metering. the received uJtrasonic pulse representations can be sacred in file. Due to the brge amount of
data tbat a single uluasonic pulse .epresents. only short time series can be stored. The stored uluasonic pulses can
be examined later by a sepamte program which e.g. can produce various plots of single pulses as shown in Fig. 13
and time series of computed timeHlf·fJight as shown in Fig. 14. Individual pulses and transit times can also be
valuable tools for analyzing various flow phenomena.

Analyses as described above can provide information on the meter perfonnance and the flow conditions.
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Figure 7 Tests a1K-Iab. Showing mean flow velocity and velocities along each of the five acoustic paths
around an abrupt change in flOlVvelocity.
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FigureS Tests at K-Iab. Showing speed of sound along each of the five acoustic paths around the abrupt
change of the flow velocity displayed in Fig_7_
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Figure 9 Tests at K-Iab. The mean flow velocity and the speed of sound along one of the acoustic paths are
ploued on top of one another to show the simultaneous change of both measured values,•
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jests at K·Iab. Showing !he turbulent fluctuation in mean flow velocity and velocities along each
of the five acoustic paths at a constant flow rate. Notice !he ccnelation and inverse correlation
effect between the turbulent fluctuations along different acoustic paths.
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Figure 11 Tests 81K·lab. Showing an extract of the time series from Figure 10. with !he flow velocity along
the five paths plotted as a profile. with time as parameter. Notice the correlation and invene
correlation effect between the turbulent fluctualioos along different acoustic paths.
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Figure 12 Tests at K-Iab. Showing the fluctuations of the speed of sound along each of the five acoustic
paths.
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Automatic pin control keeping the amplitude of the received ulu-asonic pulses at aconstant level. This makes
it possible for tile flow meter to operate over a wide temperature. pressure and flow velocity range without any •
manual adjustment of the electronics, If automatic gain control is lacking, the flow meter will cease to opezate
if e.g. the p-eSSUl'e changes.
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Figure 14 Test.s at K-lab. Time series and disnibution of computed times-of-flight f()f a single path at 8 mls.

s SPECIAL FEATURES

In the following we will highlight some of the technical acltievements which are of particular importance 10 the
users. PaniculaTly the FMU 700 features :

Titanium bousecl ultrasonic transducers which eliminates the risk of gas penetration into the transducer and
subseqllCnt tJIIIlSduc« failure.

On.Une measuremenl of trllll5lt time delay in cables and electronics is implemented and accounted f()f in the
transit lime measurement. Inmost ultrasOnic flow meters fixed values for tIlese time delays must be implemented
in the Row computet and drift in the ll'allSit time delay will not be accounted for.

Software pulv detection eliminating electronics for pulse detection and making it possible to implement a signal
processing tecltnique wbicb is able to recognize pulses modulated by turbulence effects, pressure and temperature
changes. Accordingly the flow meter reliability is improved.

The gcomearical amngement of the ultrasonic transducers and the COII'tSpOIIdingintegration technique, see Eq. (5).
was developed as result of extensive numerical simulations where various methods were investigated. Based on set
of 34 flow profiles an adaptive and robust integration method was developed particularly designed to integrate
asymmetric flow profiles.

The flow computer concept, based on an indusnial PC. has several advantages since this 5Olutiooresults in :
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A less complex Dow _ elecuonics,
Easy aa:css III flow m~ rawdaIa which makes seMce and 1eSIing simple.
Simplc proc:ccIuIa for upgrading flow canputer software. c.g. diagnostic software,
Usc of SI8IIdard equipment whicb is under continllOUS technological improvement,
A computer environment most operalOn are familiar with.

The teclmical solutions implemented in the FMU 700 flow _. thus lepi sent 8 general improvement of the
u1uasonic Dow _ technology and will beIp to improve the flow m~ n:liability,

6 PROVING

An important aspect of the introduction of multi-path ultrasonic flow metecs for fiscal or allocation measurement
of gas. is the proving procedure for the meter, In the following we will discuss some poSsibilities and propose 8

practical solution as to bow proving can be carried out.

The following procedure is suggested for proving of 8 multi-path meter in 8 fiscal metering station:

1. Zero calibration of flow meter when delivered from manufacturer.
2. Flow calibration prior to installation in the metering station.
3. Usc of the flow meter's self diagnostic properties to indica/e if and when zero calibration should be repeated
4. On-site zero calibration of individual transducer pairs which are removed from the pipe line and installed in 8

zero calibration ceIL

In addition to the above items it is fully possible to increase the redundancy by installing two meters in series. Since
the flow meters are non intrusive they can be installed close to eacb other. potentially "flange to flange".

In the following we will describe the proposed procedure with reference to the experimental experience gained
during the testing of the FMU 700.

6.1 Zero calibration

The basic mC8SUlCdparameter is the acoustic uansit time in the flowing gas. see Eq.(2). However. the measured
transit times also contain the transit times in the acoustic transducers and the accompanying electronics. Thus. the
measured transit time must be corrected for these time delays. It is of particular importance to enSUIC that the flow
meter Jeading is zero wben the gas it at rest, i.e. the transit times in the gas in each diJection along the same path
must be identical at zero flow. It is easy to measure the transit time diffen:nce accurately. But, the absolute time
delay is more diffICult to measure, Accordingly the transit time difference at zero flow is meBSUICd precisely and
the less 8CC1D'8le measurement of the absolute time delays are adjusted to secure zero measured flow in 8 gas at rest,

When the time delays and the transit time differences have been measUJed they are stored in the flow computer.
During flow m~ openuion. the measured transit times are corrected prior to calculation of the flow velocity by
Eq.(2).

The FMU 700 was zero calibJated by pressurizing the spool piece using nitrogen. Before pressurizing the spool
piece. the distances between the acoustic transducels were measured with an uncertainty of O.04mm. To eDSUICstable
conditions. i.e. no tbemJaI flows. the pressurized spool piece was kept in 8 temper8lUJe bath during calibration. The
transit times were then measured over the pressure and temper8lU1C range in question. Based on the transit times.
the uansit time difference comctions were calculated Using the mC8SUlCdtransducer disIances. com:cted far thermal
expansioo. the time delays and the speed of sound in the gas were calculated. For control JlUiPOSCS the measured
speed of sound was compared to calculated values using the llJPAC-18bles[5]. The deviations between the measured
and the calculated values were less than 0.5 mIs. i.e. 0.15%. The measured "zero calibration times" were
subsequently stored in the configuration file of the flow computer.

At pJeSCDt wc are working on B new method for zero calibration which may represent 8 significant improvement
and simplification of the above proceduJe. The new method will soon to be tested at CMR.
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,.2 Flow calibratioll

The zero caJiIraIioo ensures !bat die inherent offset in \be measured transit times can be IIIXXlWItedfor when
calculating \be velocity using Eq.(2). This offset is indepeDdent of \be flow ~Iocity. Due \0 the simple reIatioIlship
betw-. abc Dow velocity and \be transit times gi~ by Eq.(2). where calibration CXlIlSI8nIS are IlOl required, it
shouleillOl be DeC: "y to carry out a flow calibralion. When die uansit times are measured c:ateC1Iy, Eq.(2) will
provide die flow velocity without abc use of additiona1 calibratioo CODSIaDIS.

As describecI ~ abc FMU 700 W&'I zero calibrated 011nitrogen prior to traDspClIIIIIiOll and installation at K-Lab.
The IICOIIStiC tnmsdng:rs were DOt removed from the spool piece after:zero calibration. The meter was zero ca1ibrated
at 31 'C (oormal opeIllIing tempendUre at K·Lab) and then traJJSp<Kted \0 K-Lab. During the transportation the meter
was el<JlOliCd\0 tempemtures arooncI O"C and tbeD installed at K·Lab and warmed lIP \0 37 'C &pin. During the
test period \be meter was exposed \0 tempezature cycling between oormal qJClIIIiDg tempezature and ambient
tempendUre (0 'C) ooseveml occasjnns. The observed deviations sbown i rig. 4 were obtained without any
adjustment of die now meier after zero c:alibratioo at CMR. The meter was simply installed and the tests begun, It
is of oonsidemble JIlICtical importance \0 notice that the zero calibration was carried out without the long signal
cables (approx. 130m) which were used at K-Lab. This is possible because the FMU 700 features on-line
measurement of abc transit time delay in signal cables, safe area e1ectrmics and pans of the intrinsic:ally safe •
electronics.

During abc tesI periocI we did not observe any detectable drift in the zero calibration. This verifies that it is not
necessary 10 carry ()UI a flow calibration if the meter is propecly zero calibrated.

However, for fiscal purposes it is likely 10 assume that a flow calibration will be required,

6.3 Selr cliagnostics

Ultrasonic flow meters offer \be possibility 10 monitor the fl()w meter performance \0 a certain extenL This can be
ulilized both as an indicator of when proving is necessary and to reduce the wOlk IoacI connected \0 inspection and
malntenance, Ifan abnonnal situation occurs a message will be written \0 the system log in the flow computer 811d/or
a warning can be given 10 the operator depending on the nature ()f the detected error.

In \be FMU 700 meter the following meier performance parameters can be monitored continuously :

• Comparisons ()f the measured speed of sound along the five acoustic paths,
• Transducer failwe,
• Transit time enor.
•Frequency mooulati()n ()f pulse,
• Failme \0 recognize received pulse,
•Measured venus calculated speed of sound,
• Standard deviation of the speed of sound measurements.
• Standard deviation of the flow measuremenL

•
BasecI on the above diagnostic paramelerS ultrasonic flow meters can detect meier malfunctioning and give the
operaIDr a warning in contrast 10 e.g, an orifice meter where it is nearly impossible \0 detect a change in the meter
penormanc:e.

ComparisclJlS or souDd speeds

If the PJOputies of the acoustic transducen or the electrmics change with time this may lead 10 a drift in the zero
cal.ibratioo, and the flow meter uncertainty is likely \0 increase. II is particularly important to awiel drift in the
measured vansit time difference in Eq.(2). Drift in the absolute transit times is far less important

In a multi-path meter the speed of SDUDdin the gas is measured for each path. If the pipeline is propecIy insnl8\C'd,
the temperatwe difference between the area close 10 the pipe wall and the central portion of the pipe will be very •
small (if any). CcJnsequently the speed of sound will be constant across the pipe section and the measured speed of
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sound aloog die paIbs sbould be equal. F~ very low flow velocities and large temperature difference between die
gas and die surroundings, a small temperaWre gmdient may be presenL This was in fact observed at K-Lab.

During die K-Lab tests, die difference belweeII die maximum and die minimum values of die mEwed speed of
sounds were typically less !ban 0.07 m/s. (0.01%). even during abrupt cbaDges of die Dow velocity. see FIgS. 8 and
12. This difference is due 10 die measW'CIIIeDt1DICCltaintyof die transit times (DOl the transit time differences) ~
inhomogeneities in die flow.

If !his difference "ceeds O.lm/s. i.e. a change of O.04m/s. !his may represent a drift in die transit time difference
measurement of lOOns. At Sm/s a lOOns drift corresponds to a shift in die c:alibration of die meter of around 1%.
Thus. tbeR is a pocential f~ delec:ting a change in die calibration of the meter by continuously monitoring the
difference of die measured sound speeds.

However, die speed of sound is popw1ionallO die sum of die transit times and DOlthe transit time difference.
Accordingly. changes in the measured speed of sound can also occur even if the transit time difference is unaffected.
At CMR more wodc will be undertaken 10 establislt a procedure for using the speed of sound difference as a
diagnostic parameter.

Measured speed or sound versus atlculated

Based on measured temperature and pressure and a specifIed gas composition. the speed of sound can be calculated.
Comparing the measured and calculated speed of sound, can be used as a rough. but independent, check of the transit
time measurements.

Transducer railure

If one of the acoustic transducers fail and is unable 10 emit ~ receive an acoustic pulse. !his will be detected
intmediately and a proper warning will be given. If a transducer pair drops out, the flow meier is still able 10
measure die flow by using the transducer pairs in operation to estimate the velocity along the path which has
dropped OUL

Nonphysical transit times

Nonphysical transit times. i.e. transit times which cannot occur based on the known distance between the acoustic
transducers and known upper and lowec limits for the speed of sound. will nevec be measured due 10 the time gating
system incorporated in die flow meter.

Pulw recognitioo

The percentage of pulses recognized by the flow computer is monitored continuously and will be stored in the
system log. Normally 100 % of die pulses are recognized by the flow computer. During transducer malfunctioning.
heavy turbulence. electric or acoustic noise. die percentage of pulses accepted may be low and a warning will be
given.

Pulw frequency check.

Every accepted pulse is checked for "period error". i.e. if for some reason a pulse period is missing. If a "period
error" is found the pulse is rejected.

The frequency content of every recognized pulse is checked and Slrict limits are set for the allowed variation of the
pulse frequency around die known frequency of die emitted pulse in ordec 10 ensure a high-quality transit time
measuremenL If these limits are violated die pulse is rejected and the Dumber of rejected pulses is monitored and
will be stored in die system log. If the Dumber of rejected pulses is high. a proper warning will be given.
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FilteriDg

When the transit times have been ooniputed a filtering algorithm cbel:ks the measured set of tmnsit times for outliers.
This filteriD& is based on the lIIClmIured transit time distributions. Tnnsit limes lying oulSide the allowed spreading
are discarded from !be data set which is used when cak:uJating the flow velocity.

StaDdard deviatioa

The standaJd derialioo of the measured now velocity and die measured speed of sound are calculaled for each path,
see Fiame 6. 1be standaJd deviation can be used as a meier performance parametez as well as an iDdical« of die
stability of the flow.

6.4 OD-site lero calibratioo

Ideal1y, it should be possible to carry out zero.calibnltion of the Row meter on-line, i.c. when the meta" is installed
in Che pipe line. This implies !hat the Row must be bypassed and it must be possible to keep the gas in the spool
piece at absolute rest at a constant temperature. In a practical measurement situation this is not easily obIained. •
However. "in·line" zero calibration may be a future possibility.

On-site zero calibration can e.g. be carried by:

By removing !be meta" from the pipe line and insta1ling the spool in a zero calibration facility. This requires the
now to be bypassed in addition to Ihe mechanical WOJk needed 10 remove die meta" spool.

By removing a single transducer pair and die corresponding elec1ronics and carry out zero calibration of roly
one transducer pair at a time in a special zero calibration facility. In this case it is not necessary to bypass Ihe
flow and Ihe metec will be able to operate at a slightly reduced uncertainty.

The latter method is by far Ihe best melhod from an operational point of view. The acoustic transducers can be
removed from the pressurized pipe line either by insta1ling pennanent ball valves at each transducer port or by using
an extraCtor tool which can be moved from one transducer poll to another. BoIh techniques are being considered
for the FMU 700.

The zero calibration facility will be a pressure cell which should be immersed in a temperature bath and pressurized
with nitrogen. ldea11y the cell should resemblance the meter spool as much as possible. This is imPortant in order
to ensure !hat the SOIDIddiffraction effects in the Row meier and in the calibration cell are as similar as possible. •
This may be of importance for the measurement of the transit time delay. After zero calibration the transducers and
the electronics are reinstalled, and the transit time delays in the Row computer are changed if necessary.

In order for such a procedure to w!Xk it is important that the distance between the transduceIs is unaffected by the
dismounting and reinsta1Iation of the transducers. At CMR the distance between the transducers was measured before
the sensas were removed and after they had been reinstalled. The distance did not change mere than O.03mm ,and
this is we]) below !be acceptable limit, i.e. O.lmm.

Since the FMU 700 measures transit time delay in signal cables, safe area electronics and the inUinsically safe
electronics on-line, this zero calIbration method is particularly atlJaCtive for Chis meter.

7 CONCLUSIONS

A new multi-path ultrasonic flow meter for gas has been developed and tested on natura1 gas.

The development bas contnbuted to major technical acbieventents wilhin the ultrasonic gas now meter teChnology
S1lCh as titanium housed ultrasonic transducers, automatic gain control. software pulse detection and on-line
measurement of transit time delay in electronics and signal cables. These achievements represent a significant
improvement of the now meter reliability. •
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The _ results show that it is quite felWble 10 build a verJ CClIIIpact and light metering station compared 10
c:onventiolla1 solutions and at the same time axnply widl the requirements set to fisca1 metering stations.
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